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The Truth About Baby Boomer Gamers:

A study of over-forty computer game players
(Pre-publication preview, 1 August 2008)Celia PearceGeorgia Institute of TechnologyCelia.pearce@lcc.gatech.eduAbstractThis paper describes a study conducted in the summer of 2006 aimed at exploring the play patterns andlifestyles of gamers who fall into the loose demographic of Baby Boomers, typically defined as peopleborn between 1946 and 1964. This independent study, including over 300 participants, combinedquantitative and qualitative techniques in order paint a multi-faceted picture of the gaming lifestyles andtastes of this under-studied population. The study findings show that Baby Boomers comprise a vibrantvideo game audience, that they are devoted players, and that they have distinct needs and interests thathave gone ignored by the both mainstream game industry and the game press. They also provide somedetailed data about their play styles and gaming interests, the role of gaming in their larger media mix, aswell as specific case studies that paint a nuanced portrait of this understudied and underserved audience.
IntroductionThe purpose of this study was to explore the play styles and preferences of the Baby Boomer Gamer,roughly stated, the over-forty player of video and computer games. 2006 was noted as the year that theoldest people within the official Baby Boomer window of birth dates between 1946 and 1964 beganturning sixty. (Census Bureau, 2006b) There has been much made of the ramifications of this on thesocial security and retirement systems in the United States, as well as issues such as health, and the careof aging parents. However, given the American obsession with youth, less attention has been paid to thisdemographic as an entertainment market, and still less to its role in the rapidly changing video gamelandscape. One notable exception is Nintendo, which, as will be discussed presently, has taken a radicaldeparture from standard game industry practices by specifically targeting this generation for its newproducts.The impetus for this study arose out of my previous research involving refugees from the online gameUru: Ages Beyond Myst (Miller, 2003), which closed in February of 2004, and was re-launched inFebruary 2007 as Myst Online: Uru Live (Miller, 2007) under the auspices of the online subscriptionservice Gametap. The initial study was done under the auspices of a doctoral thesis (Pearce, 2006) andcomprised an 18-month ethnographic study of a group of 300 Uru refugees who had immigrated to thevirtual world There.com. (There & Makena Technologies, 2003) Because the majority of players in thisgroup fell into the Baby Boomer demographic, I wanted to do a follow-up study to delve further into thelarger digital gaming practices of this population. I designed and executed this independent study in orderto understand the basic play patterns and preferences of Baby Boomer Gamers, including what types ofgames they like to play, as well as how they play, and with whom. The study also explores where andhow Boomer Gamers learn about and buy games, as well as their own comments and insights aboutwhats missing for them from the current gaming landscape.The study was somewhat narrow in scope, taking place from May through June 2006, and was conductedas a solo research project. The sampling of study participants included a total of 313 players between thequantitative and qualitative portions of the study, a small figure but considered statistically significant forthis type of research. Participants (primarily American, some European and some from Australia and NewZealand) were selected on the basis of being self-identified as Baby Boomer Gamers. No comparisonstudies were made with players in other age groups, or with Baby Boomers who do not identify asgamers. One of the challenges of finding study participants is that the Baby Boomer Gamer is difficult to

The Truth About Baby Boomer Gamers
reach; there are a small handful of mostly fan-run web sites catering to this demographic, but becausethey are so understudied, we know very little about where and how to capture their attention. This studyprovides a few clues, but also suggests a sequence of larger, more comprehensive initiatives that might beconducted in the future, given larger teams and greater resources.MethodologyThe study comprised three parallel and concurrent activities. The concept was to use mixed qualitativeand quantitative methods and the analysis technique of crystallization (Janesick, 2000; Richardson,2000 (c.1994)) to paint a multi-faceted portrait of the play patterns and preferences of the Baby BoomerGamer.These three parallel research tracks comprised:Background Research: Background research on the overall demographics of Baby Boomer Gamers,including their role in the video game market, as well as a literature search, including onlinematerials, and a survey of popular press, academic publications, and fan web sites.

QuantitativeOnline Survey: A quantitative survey was designed to cover a broad array of
questions concerning Baby Boomer Gamers, their lifestyles, play patterns and preferences. A total of271 players participated in this online survey, which consisted of 68 questions. The survey wascreated using Zoomerang and deployed through a number of fan communities known to include BabyBoomer Gamers.QualitativeInterviews & Discussion Groups: Individual interviews and discussion groups wereconducted with a small sampling of 22 targeted over forty gamers, most of whom had participatedin previous research. These players from the original Uru study and from There.com, as well asindividuals contacted through web sites and forums targeting Baby Boomer Gamers. Interviews wereconducted in various formats, including phone and e-mail; group discussions took place in-game(inside There.com) or via group forums.
Boomer Gamers?For most people, the concept of a Baby Boomer Gamer seems to be both an oxymoron and anathema toconventional wisdom about video game players. Yet an increasing number of studies are beginning topaint a different picture, with women over forty repeatedly outpacing all other groups as the fastestgrowing gamer population. This is just one of many indicators that the impact of the Baby Boomerpopulation on the gaming landscape is growing.According to the 2005 annual report by the Entertainment Software Association (ESA), which representsgame publishers, half of all Americans are playing video and computer games. Of those, 25% are over 50years old; another 45% are between 18 and 49 (although no further breakdown is provided in this agebracket); 30% of game players are women 18 or older; and the average age of the most frequent gamepurchaser is 40. (ESA, 2006)To put this in context, its helpful to look at the larger demographic picture: According to the U.S. CensusBureau, the total U.S. population is estimated to be around 300 million, of which 78.2 million were bornbetween 1946 and 1964. In other worlds, 26% of the total U.S. population consists of Baby Boomers.(Census Bureau, 2000) If we compare these figures to the ESAs numbers on gaming above, it wouldappear that the percentage of game players who fall into the Baby Boomer demographic equals orperhaps even exceeds their percentage of the overall population.
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Some of the details of the ESA study are also revealing. For instance, 35% of parents play video games;47% of gamer parents are women. Among gamer parents, 80% report playing games with their children;66% felt that playing games with their kids brought them closer. The study also found that the averagegamer has played for 13 years, with many reporting as many as 20 years of game-playing experience.(ESA, 2006)The ESA also reported data in 2006 that suggested that the video game industry was entering into aslump; 2005 saw the first drop in sales in over a decade (down by 21.5 million units from 2004), in anindustry whose total sales have more than doubled since 1997. Is it possible that the video game industryis missing an important new trend? Could it be that gamers are growing up, leaving the mainstream gameindustry behind? Here are some other research nuggets to help us unpack this situation:Most game industry experts agree that the casual game space is the fastest growing sector of the videogame industry, and over forty players are the contributing factor to their success. A study conducted in2004 by Digital Marketing Services for AOL Games (Vance, 2004) brought to light the following:Of those who play games on the Web, women over 40 play most often and spend the greatest numberof hours per week doing so, beating out both adult males and teens of both sexes.
Adults are more likely than teens to play online games every day, and more adults than teens havestayed up all night playing games on the Web.
Even though men spend more time on the Internet each week than women (23.2 vs. 21.6 hours),female game-players over 40 spend the most hours per week playing online games (9.1 hours or 41percent of their online time vs. 6.1 hours - 26 percent of their online time - for men). These womenwere also more likely to play online games every day than men or teens of either gender. The socialaspect of online games was cited as one of the primary keys to their appeal.
According to Matthew Bromberg, General Manager of AOL Games who sponsored the study, "Whileteens and young men have the reputation of playing games for hours on end, the reality is that it'stheir mothers who are far more likely to exhibit this type of behavior - just with different games.Women today juggle more responsibilities than ever, and online games provide a great outlet torelieve stress, interact with a community, and just have fun - all according to their own schedules."(AOL, 2006)
Game Designer Jason Nelson-Brown has also written a series of articles on designing for the over-30gamer. He posits that older gamers are more challenging to design for as they tend to be more diverse andhave more gaming experience than younger gamers. One hook for this demographic, he says, is the powerof memory and nostalgiareturning to or referencing classic games or stories can be a strong attractor.He also recommends more complex or exotic elements as a way to keep the interest of older players.(Nelson-Brown, 2006)Boomer Gamers in the NewsTraditionally, Baby Boomers have been generally ignored by the game industry. (Morris, 2006) However,the past two years have shown a small shift in attention to this demographic. Japanese game giantNintendo has taken the lead here. A record 20% of Japans population is now over 65, and this number isexpected to rise to 30% by 2025. Recognizing a potentially lucrative untapped market, Nintendopartnered with Dr. Ryuta Kawashima, a neuroscience researcher at Tohoku University who discovered acorrelation between reduced symptoms of dementia and other age-related brain disorders and playingcertain types of mentally challenging games. (Fuyuno, 2007) The resulting game series, the first of whichwas released in the U.S. in 2006 for the Nintendo DS portable gaming system under the title Brain Age
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(Kawamoto, 2005 (U.S. Edition 2006)) has been a smash hit. The inaugural title reached 4 millionworldwide sales within its first year. (McCurry, 2006; Nishiyama, 2006; Surette, 2006)Nintendo also surprised its competitors in 2006 by taking a radical departure from conventional wisdomon the release of its new console, the Wii (formerly Revolution.) Rather than taking on the competition byamping up its graphics, Nintendo opted instead to bank on new game mechanics and a new interfaceparadigm. While the Wiis guts are similar to its prior generation console, the GameCube, its innovationis in its new wireless, remote-control sized gesture based input device. Nintendos advertising campaign,which features players of all ages, including older adults, playing together, suggests a broadeningaudience building on the success of its Brain Age games. Early observers conjectured that the introductionof this interface, which is much easier to use than the typical thumb-centric game controller, suggestedthat Nintendo was placing its next-generation console bets on the non-gamer market, including olderplayers, Baby Boomers, and women. (Grossman, 2006) More recently, Nintendo has openly revealed thisstrategy, distinguishing itself as the first video game company to host a booth at the annual AmericanAssociation of Retired Persons conference. (Taub, 2006) Wii systems are now beginning to show upamong the recreational fare at retirement homes. (Reuters, 2007; Taub, 2006; Wischnowsky, 2007)From a sales perspective, Nintendos strategy appears to be paying off. As of April 2007, the Wii hadtaken the lead in new console sales. As Business 2.0 contributor John Gaudiosi put it Instead of joiningSony and Microsoft in the arms race to pack their consoles with ever-higher-performance graphics chips(to better attract sophisticated gamers), Nintendo built the Wii--a cuddly, low-priced, motion-controlledmachine that broke the market wide open by appealing to everyone from grade-schoolers to grandmas.(Gaudiosi, 2007)Review of Academic ResearchA search of the U.S. academic literature on Baby Boomers and older gamers yielded zero results on thistopic. Age-specific games research is usually targeted to children or teens, sometimes even specified asbeing the children of Baby Boomers. Much of the early games research revolved around the proverbial(and still unresolved) question of whether video games inspire real-world violence in children. Morerecent research has focused on the potential educational and neurological benefits of games, primarily tochildren. (Gee, 2003; Johnson, 2005) With the exception of Kawashima, cited above, few researchershave taken on this subject. Some academic research on casual games has also paralleled the study cited byAOL earlier and turned up similar results, noting the domination of older and female gamers in this genre.(Griffiths, Davies, & Chappell, 2003) Qualitative research that is inclusive of this demographic,particularly within the massively multiplayer online role-playing genre, has also provided additionalinsight. (Nardi & Harris, 2006; Pearce, 2006; Taylor, 2003)Forums and Fan SitesOne of the key challenges of this research was tracking down the Baby Boomer Gamer. As is often thecase, online fan sites turn out to be the best source of information about this audience. A small handful ofsites that cater specifically to older gamers include The Older Gamers aka TOG(www.theoldergamers.com), 2old2play.com, and gamegeezers.com. These sites define older gamer asover 25 years of age. Examples of other sites that include Baby Boomers in their target audience areAdventureGamers.com, MysteryManor.com, Spyglassguides.com, FourFatChicks.com,SeasonedGamers.com and Mr. Bills Adventureland. The only site I was able to locate that targeted BabyBoomers specifically was GameBoomers.com, a site created by and for Baby Boomer Gamers, but opento anyone with shared interests, primarily in adventure games. I was originally introduced to this groupthrough Uru, where they hosted a GameBoomers hood (the equivalent of a guild in other games.)One of the patterns observed on all of these sites was the desire for more mature gaming companions.As one TOG member put it: I was so tired of playing a game and having to deal with the immaturity of aPre-Publication Preview
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lot of the others playing. A female member joined TOG due to the number of rude kids I was forced toplay with in Americas Army [an online game produced by the U.S. military.] I was told girls shouldntplay this game. I changed to BF2 [Battlefield 2] and joined TOG and have been supremely happy.Another female player reported being told in Battlefield 2 by another player: no chicks. (Tadros, 2006)Gender stratification is common in online games, and harassment by young men or teens, either sexualadvances or discriminatory comments, is common. Gender is not the only criteria for discrimination. OneTOG member told a story of starting an Unreal Tournament 2004 Clan consisting primarily of over-30ex-military. After winning nearly every tournament, the clan was told not to enter anymore becausetournaments are for kids.In addition to inclusiveness and tolerance, players seek companions who understand when real lifeintervenes, such as one father who said, When I have to bow out in the middle of a tourney [tournament]because my little one needs to be fed or changed. A yearlong TOG member said, Working 50 hourweeks and raising two kids, TOG is one of the few social contacts I have time for and enjoy. Indeed somefellow TOGers I consider family. Where else can I chat or Frag [battle] for a few hours most nights (afterthe kids have gone to bed)? Where else can I enjoy a game with friends at midnight? Where else can I askstupid questions and ignore my stats [statistics] without being looked at as a lesser player?Contrary to the popular stereotype of the unmarried, childless, isolated nerd, for home-bound childrearing parents, online games and game communities may actually serve to expand their social lives,taking the place of bars, clubs and cafs. Thus, a common theme of TOGer posts was that playing withlike-minded individuals has enhanced the enjoyment I get from all the games I play.TOG had about 10,000 members at the time of this study, most of whom were based in Australia andNew Zealand. A survey by TOG of its members showed the highest concentration of participants to be intheir late twenties and early thirties, with the average age being 37.18. With a spike at 40 (tying forsecond place with 33), age representation tapers off precipitously to the maximum age of 70.Interestingly, there is a dip of 0 between the ages of 59 and 65, after which a small bump can be seen inthe final five-year stretch.Founded in June of 1999, GameBoomers is a community web site primarily targeted to Baby Boomerswith an interest in single-player adventure games, but part of its ethos is one of inclusion, so all gamersand all game preferences are welcomed in its About Us statement. One of its co-founders, Jan Christoe,said in an e-mail interview that the sites motto in its early years was The Internets friendliest gamingcommunity. Even with its narrower purview than TOG, GameBoomers had over 15,000 registeredmembers at the time this study was conducted. The sites history has its impetus in a particular historicalmoment that seems to resonate with this market segment: the so-called death of the adventure gamegenre. (Bronstring, 2003) This is generally described as having taken place in 1997, and according to aco-founder of indie developer Telltale Games (also interviewed for this study), was marked by thecancellation of a number of adventure games in progress by major developers such as LucasArts.One of GameBoomers main services is to provide Boomer-oriented reviews and news of adventuregames both new and old. Most PC game review magazines and web sites tend to focus on the hardcoregamer audience, primarily covering newer games that publishers are actively marketing. These reviewstend to revolve around game mechanics, features, weapons, comparisons to other games in the samegenre, and technical aspects of the game. Conversely, GameBoomers editorial content reflects thediffering priorities of its audience. Reviews include both new games and older releases, and tend to focuson story and character, detailed descriptions of puzzle types (without revealing any spoilers), challengelevels, and descriptions of visual design. Unlike traditional game reviews, which tend to valorizephotorealistic graphics and high-tech aesthetics, GameBoomers reviewers and readers tend to favorgraphical styles that are either artistic or cartoon-like. GameBoomers also compiles top-ten lists ofPre-Publication Preview
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players and reviewers favorite games. These lists include the Myst series, Agatha Christie, Nancy Drew,Sam & Max, AGON, Dreamfall, CSI and Martin Mystre. It is interesting to note that two of these seriesare based on popular mystery novel series that Baby Boomers are likely to have read as children or youngadults.GameBoomers also reveals some interesting characteristics of Baby Boomer Gamers as consumers. Oneis a high level of developer awareness. GameBoomers frequently features interviews with developerspopular with this audience. The site also showcases works-in-progress by indie developers, andannouncements of new releases, such as the re-launch of Uru Live, are common, as well asadvertisements and sponsorship from small developers who have a devout following among its readers.GameBoomers also features a section entitled BAAGS, short for Buy All Adventure Games Syndrome,a testimony to the devotion of this demographic to beloved developers and series. Companies such asTelltale games have taken advantage of this by selling many of their games direct to the consumer.When asked what distinguished Baby Boomer Gamers from other player populations, co-founderChristoe pointed to an interest in classic point-and-click adventure gaming, with some significant oroccasional interest in role playing and action games. Christoe also observed that older gamers often playgames with their younger grandchildren, games that are more adventure/story and less action-oriented, apattern that was reinforced in both the quantitative and qualitative components of this study. Older gamerstend to be less attracted to violent games, which might be more appealing to their teen children or oldergrandchildren; whereas adventure games tend to have an all ages ethos that makes them more appealingto both older gamers and younger children. Baby Boomers tend to be attracted to problem solving,exploration and communication (even with single-player games).When asked what players can find on GameBoomers.com that is not available elsewhere, Christoe echoesthe comments made by TOGers, above: wisdom, maturity and a cordial response to questions, qualitiesperceived to be lacking from many sites that cater to younger gamers. So in addition to focusing on gamegenres that appeal to this demographic, the site also emphasizes a desirable social ethos that seems to beechoed throughout all levels of this research.Pre-Publication Preview
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Study FindingsOverviewThe following describes the major findings of the study. Part one represents the outcome of a quantitativeonline survey; part two presents the results of qualitative research in the form of in-game discussiongroups, phone and e-mail interviews. The data procured through each of these methods is very different:the former addresses broader demographic numerical information, dealing with such issues as age andincome; the latter provides more detailed narratives and opinions by players about their experiences.Together, these two data sets both compliment and crystallize one another, revealing a well rounded andmulti-faceted first-look at the study subjects, and providing insight into broader trends that might beinterrogated in either larger quantitative studies or follow-up qualitative research.

Findings Part I: Quantitative ResearchSurvey
Survey OverviewThe survey was conducted using the Zoomerang online survey system between June 6 and June 26, 2006.Participants were recruited from community and forum sites catering to this demographic, such asGameBoomers.com, The Older Gamers and some of the sites mentioned earlier, as well as throughexisting networks of players from previous research with the Uru and There.com communities. Criteriafor participation were being between the ages of 40 and 65, and self-identifying as a gamer.The survey was narrow in scope and did not include gamers of other age groups or non-gamer BabyBoomers. Dissemination points for surveys are always challenging as they may lend certain biases to thedata. Furthermore, it is well-known that female gamers are typically underrepresented in games research.(Myr & Ermi, 2005; Pearce, 2006) Thus a special effort was made to improve female participation bytargeting groups that are known to have a significant female representation. For instance, whileGameBoomers.com does not actually collect data on its members genders, 2/3 of its reviewers arefemale. Some survey participants were recruited from previously studied groups of Uru players that were50% female. These figures also suggest that female representation among Baby Boomer Gamers may beparticularly high.About the Survey ParticipantsA total of 271 people took the survey, with 229 completing every answer. (The percentages quoted hereare based on number of respondents to each question.)57% of respondents were female, an usually high figure for a game survey, where 10% is a more typicalnumber. The age window was opened up by four years on each end, to cover those born between 1940and 1969. The chart below shows the age breakdown of survey respondents.1940-19445%1945-194915%
1950-195422%
1955-195918%
1960-196420%
1965-197020%
Across the core Boomer years, 1945-1965, the distribution of age is fairly even; this suggests that thesurvey covers a fairly balanced distribution of representative ages, although we cannot necessarily takethis as any indication of the actual age distribution of Boomer Gamers in the population at-large withoutdoing a larger study.70% of respondents were from the United States, while 19% were from Australia or New Zealand, mostlikely due to the fact that The Older Gamers is based in this region; the balance hailed from Europe and
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elsewhere. About half the respondents said they lived in a suburban area, with a little over a fifth residingin urban locales; the remainder lived in small towns or remote rural areas.Most Baby Boomer Gamers are married and many have children at home; some also live witholder relatives and grown children.Contrary to the classic gamer stereotype, over two thirds of survey participants, 68%, reported beingmarried or living with a domestic partner; 36% had children living at home, while 31% had adult childrenliving out of the house. 14% of survey respondents said they had an older relative, such as a parent, auntor uncle, living with them, and 8% had an adult child.Older women are playing games.A number of recent marketing studies cited in this report show women over forty as the fastest growinggamer population. Among casual gamers, they spend more time playing than any other market segment.Over half the participants in this study were female.Baby Boomer Gamers have above average incomes, even for their demographic; over half areworking full-time.Survey participants reported household incomes significantly higher than either the national median($65,000) or the average for Baby Boomers ($73,000.) (Census Bureau, 2006a; Hazel, 2002) Over 50% ofsurvey respondents reported incomes of over $70,000; about a quarter exceeded $100,000. 55% ofrespondents reported working full-time, a combined 22% are working part-time or self-employed; 13%reported being retired.The PC is the platform-of-choice for Baby Boomer Gamers; broadband is ubiquitous.While the consoles are the most popular platform for games worldwide, virtually all of the Baby BoomerGamers in this study98%use a PC as their primary gaming system. Less than 20% owned any othergaming system, and 83% cited gaming as a factor in their PC purchase decisions. 63% said they had madea purchased a PC peripheral or accessory in order to play a game. Less than 20% said they owned aconsole of any kind. 90% of respondents also had a broadband connection at home, 22% higher than thenational average at the time of the study. (Nielson/NetRatings, 2006) These figures may be attributable atleast in part to the income figures cited above. The retail price for a standard PC is typically about threetimes that of a game console; the high-end PC graphics card required to play typical games cited by theseplayers can cost as much as a new console.The platform generation gap, the grandparent gamer, and the leapfrog effect.In addition to the preference for PCs, the study reveals a platform generation gap in which console andportable gaming devices in the household are considered primarily the childrens domain, while adultsprimarily play on PCs. A related phenomenon is the leapfrog effect, a pattern identified as agrandparent gamer playing computer games with grandchildren.Baby Boomers have different early game experiences.Unlike their childrens generation, which has grown up with gaming, Baby Boomers are more likely tohave arrived at gaming later in life. 45% said they did not play their first game until they were twentyyears old or older; of those 16% did not play their first game until after 40. 76% got their first gamesystem after 20; 16% acquired their first game system after 40. Because many Baby Boomers seem tohave arrived at gaming as adults, they may not have the same associations as players who began playingas children. Furthermore, the social and economic context of their early gaming was different. 28% ofplayers said their first gaming experience was in an arcade; a fifth cited Pong as the first game they everplayed, and games like Asteroids, Pac-Man and Space Invaders were also mentioned. A little over 12%cited Myst as their first game, a much higher figure than any other PC game listed. An interesting factor inBoomer Gamers experience is the practice of bundling software with computers, which wasPre-Publication Preview
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commonplace in the early nineties. At least one survey respondent cited this as their introduction togames, and the subject of bundling also came up in the discussions.Baby Boomer Gamers are avid and experienced fans who are highly developer and genreconscious.The Baby Boomer Gamer population represents an active and well-informed niche market with extensivegameplay experience. Study participants were avid fans who primarily focused on a single genre (88%),specific series (78%), specific studios (50%), or titles they knew and liked (44%.) 82% reported playing afavorite game multiple times. Myst and Riven were by far the most oft-repeated of any game cited. Abouta third of players in the survey had been a game beta tester at least once, 25% had done so multiple times.Baby Boomers like adventure, roleplaying, action, and online games.Based on the survey, Boomer Gamers seem to favor roleplay/mystery/adventure games, with 66% citingthis as their favorite genre. About 60% of players said they greatly enjoyed action/shooter games, andanother 60% liked casual/matching style games. 30% reported playing massively multiplayer games on adaily basis. Boomers in the survey tended to dislike fighting, racing and sports games.Baby Boomers want an intellectual challenge and are less interested in reflexes.80% of players surveyed said the thing they most enjoyed about games was their intellectual challenge,and many felt that this was what was lacking from the current game industry offerings. Many complainedthat mainstream contemporary games place too much emphasis on reflex challenges, which are either lessinteresting, or in cases of physical conditions or disabilities, more difficult and hence less enjoyable, forBoomers.Baby Boomers like games with a story, creatively or technically advanced graphics.The majority of Baby Boomers in the survey (74%) said they preferred games with a story. Players alsocited high quality graphics, both artistically (73%) and technically (68%) as important features of gamesthey liked. The preferred games listed in the survey also suggest a preference for games with a cartoonyor artistic aesthetic over photorealism or high-tech art direction; they seem to prefer scenic beauty to sci-fibattlefield or apocalyptic scenarios.Boomers like games that provide a sense of escape to another world.Study participants said they wanted enjoyed games that took place in locales that stimulate theimagination (69%), have beautiful scenery (65%), create a sense of wonder (63%), and engender a feelingescape from the everyday (54%).Multiplayer, Single-Player, CasualWith some overlap, respondents were fairly evenly balanced among those who liked single-player versusmultiplayer games. 31% of respondents reported playing single-player games daily, with another 28%playing 3-5 times a week. 30% of respondents were playing MMOGs daily, with 14% doing so 3-5 timesweekly. A smaller number, 22% of players, reported daily casual game sessions, and 13% said theyplayed these types of games 3-5 times a week. This counters the industry stereotype that Baby Boomersare primarily playing casual games.Baby Boomers like to explore, help newbies, solve puzzles; some also like shooting and combatactivities, but an equal number seem to dislike these types of activities.Exploring ranked highest on the list of Baby Boomers favorite game activities (87%), followed closelyby helping newbies (new players) (78%), puzzle solving (77%), questing (68%), and socializing (63%.)Combat and shooting activities were more controversial: 56% of respondents said they enjoyed shootingwhile 36% said they did not. A roughly equal number of players both enjoyed and disliked player-vs.environment hunting (31% and 34% respectively), however player-vs.-player combat was much lessPre-Publication Preview
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popular with 26% saying they enjoyed it versus 55% saying they disliked it. 50% of players also citedteam cooperation as an enjoyable activity; but a lower percentage (24%) gave high rankings to teamcompetition. Sports and vehicular racing were fairly unpopular with less than 20% saying they liked these(only 10% for sports), and over 40% saying they actively disliked them.Baby Boomers just want to have funthey less concerned about skills.Boomer Gamers in the study did not cite skills acquisition as a major concern. Only 12% of respondentssaid they cared greatly about skills and wished to excel; the remainder, agreed with the statements eitherthat skills were not important to them (31%), they liked developing skills but did not want to be pressured(29%), or enjoyed skills but were not driven to excel (28%). This echoes findings in the literature search,as well as qualitative study, that Baby Boomers, essentially, just want to have fun, are less interested inskills, and are looking for a fun play experience in a socially supportive environment. While furtherstudies are necessary to unpack this, it is possible that skills and achievement in games are less importantto older player, who may already have accomplished major achievements in their real-life careers.Baby Boomers are spending anywhere from 10-40 hours a week playing.Findings of this study suggest that Boomers are more hardcore gamers than other studies suggest. 28%respondents, the highest number, reported spending 20-40 hours a week gaming. About a quarter typicallyspend 10-14 hours a week playing games; on either side of this bump, 17% are playing for 5-9 hours perweek and another 18% for 15-19 hours per week. 5% are gaming for over 40 hours per week. As acomparison, a number of studies have found that 20 hours appears to be average playtime per week formost MMOG players. (Castronova, 2001; Seay, Jerome, Sang Lee, & Kraut, 2004; Yee, 2001) Durationof play sessions may be where this group differs: 50% said their typical gameplay session lasted 1-2hours, suggesting multiple sessions in a given day; 27% cited 3-4 hours as their average session time.Only 11% reported playing 5-hour sessions regularly, and even less, 9%, playing sessions less than 60minutes. A surprising 28% of respondents admitted to having had a continuous game session of 12 hoursor more.Baby Boomers are readers.Baby Boomers like to read, enjoy games that are based on books, and compared the slower pace ofadventure games to reading. They are less likely to replace reading with gaming than other mediaactivities. They are avid magazine readers, citing PC gamer (32%), Time Magazine (29%) and NationalGeographic (24%) among their top periodical picks.Baby Boomer Gamers spend more times playing games than they do watching television and aremore likely to displace television-watching with gaming than any other activity.Boomer Gamers spend more time playing games than watching television, which is displaced by gamingmore than any other activity. 76% of survey respondents said they frequently or often displace televisionwatching with game-playing; another 41% said the same of watching movies at home and 38% percentfrequently or often play games instead of going to the movies. Only 23% said the same of reading booksand the same percentage of reading magazines. Participants were least likely to replace a hobby withgaming (18%). The chart below gives a picture of reported TV vs. gaming habits among surveyparticipants:TV-watchingGaming
2-4 hrs/wk15%8%
5-9 hrs/wk27%17%
10-14 hrs/wk22%25%
15-19 hrs/wk6%18%
20-29 hrs/wk5%18%
Baby Boomers play at different times, but primarily evening, sometimes late.While 34% of respondents said they play on weekdays, a far greater number said they play at night and onweekends. Favorite game times included: after dinner (72%), weekend days (62%), or immediately after
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finishing their workday (32%). Surprisingly, 41% of respondents reported playing games between12:00am and 2:00am.While Baby Boomers like to play alone, they are highly community-oriented and social;increasingly, they are playing online games.While an overwhelming number of respondents (88%) said they primarily play single-player games bythemselves, a similar number (80%) reported being part of a guild or gaming community. Only 17% saidthey play single-player games with a romantic partner, and 19% play with their children; 13% also saidthey play with friends. 52% reported playing multiplayer games with friends, and 65% reported havingmade a friend through online gaming. 33% reported playing online games with friends and family; 14%play online games over the Internet with a partner in the same room and 11% do the same with familymembers. In addition to being involved in gaming communities, 22% of respondents said they helped toadminister game sites, forums or servers, 20% of survey had attended a game fan convention, and 17%had participated in creative activity, such as fan-art, or in-game fashion design, related to their gamingactivities.Boomers seek mature companions.A number of fan-based web sites have been launched in response for the need expressed by BoomerGamers for more mature companionship in their gaming communities. Even for single-player games,Boomers want courteous and friendly social interaction on web sites and forums. In forums and onlinegames, many complained of being harassed by younger players, being made to feel stupid when askingquestions, or being treated in a generally rude fashion. Some web sites, such as The Older Gamers,promote clan or guild creation to facilitate this need for mature companionship. In interviews and forumreviews, many Boomers expressed a desire for balance, and for a play community that understands thatreal life comes first. For players with children, they wanted to be assured their guild members would besympathetic if they had to log off to attend to children, for instance.Baby Boomers are buying games at retail outlets and online, as well as downloading; at least aquarter are buying used games.While nearly 60% of survey participants said they buy games in retail stores, close to 50% are also buyinggames online, many from independent sites and direct from developers. 25% of players said they boughtgames on eBay, suggesting that they are purchasing used games. 43% of participants also said they haddownloaded games for free and an equal percentage said they had paid to do so. 20% of respondents alsosaid they received games as gifts. Only about 5% reported playing games through subscription servicessuch as Gametap or AOL.Baby Boomer Gamers get their game information from forums; ads have little influence.Advertising is has very little influence on Baby Boomers game purchasing decisions. Their primarysource of information is online gaming forums (87%), followed by online reviews (59%), developer websites (35%), and print magazine reviews (19%). Word of mouth was also a factor, with 25% saying theylooked for a buzz online, and 19% saying they were motivated by a buzz among their friends. Less than10% noted advertising of any kind as a source of information about games.Baby Boomers are loyal to series and developers.While 32% said they like to keep up with the latest games as soon as they come out, 78% percent saidthey look for specific series that they know and like and 50% look for games from a specific developer;44% said they were motivated to play games they know and like; 29% said they enjoyed playing older,nostalgic games. While all of these factor in, clearly genre and play style is the number one motivatingfactor, with 88% saying they are enthusiastic about a particular game genre.Pre-Publication Preview
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What are Baby Boomers Favorite Games?Consistent with the desire for intellectual challenge, by far the most favored genre among this group wasthe Roleplaying/Adventure/Mystery genres, with 81% saying they greatly or moderately enjoyed thisgenre. 59% of players said they greatly or moderately enjoyed Action/Adventure Games (e.g., Prince ofPersia), 48% enjoyed Word Games, and 39% said they greatly or moderately enjoyed MMOGs. Aninteresting subtlety: while a total of 60% of respondents said they liked casual matching games, a greaternumber, 36% reported enjoying these games only moderately, while 24% said they greatly enjoyed them.Players also cited card and poker games (39%), strategy games (33%), and educational or cultural games(30%) and sim games (29%) among genres they liked. Games that players actively disliked includedfighting games, (59% greatly or moderately disliked), all sports genres, including racing (between 61%and 53%), virtual pets (46%) and both single- and multi-player shooting games (around 42%).229 participants made a top ten list, a task that respondents seemed to relish. Among these, Myst or one ofits sequels appeared 224 times, making the series the hands-down favorite; the original Myst game madeit onto more than half of respondents top ten lists. Uru was listed on a little less than a fifth of top tenlists. Other popular series included Syberia, Dreamfall, Battlefield, Broken Sword, Call of Duty, andGabriel Knight.Increasingly, Baby Boomers are playing online games.While single-player games were most favored among this group, it appears that a growing number ofBaby Boomers have taken to playing online games. Of those who were playing such games, World ofWarcraft by far the most popular, with about 28% of respondents saying they currently have an activesubscription. Until Uru was a close second at 25% (although it should be noted that Uru players werespecifically recruited for the survey.) The runners up were the Battlefield games at 18% and Guild Warsor Guild Wars Factions at 13%. Less than 10% subscribe to online game services such as Gametap andPogo. 25% of respondents said they spend under $20 a month on online games, suggesting they only haveone or two subscriptions active. A slightly higher number, 27%, however, are spending between $20 and$59 a month, suggesting multiple accounts, a finding which is supported by the qualitative research; alittle over 10% are spending over $60 a month on fees related to online gaming; one person reportedspending over $200 per month. 16% of respondents also said they had earned virtual currency in-game,and 12% said they had actually purchased game currency with real money.OpinionsIn open-ended questions, survey respondents by-and-large expressed a lack of attention to theirdemographic and interests by the game industry. Some said current offerings were not too bad, othersfelt they were improving, but still too boy-centered. Although some players felt that the creativity andthought put into the latest games are tremendous many more felt that they were too formulaic, derivative,with too much emphasis on graphics and not enough on innovation. One player commented that $100 wasnot a good entertainment value for a PC game. Many players felt newer games were too violent andstupid and did not provide enough of an intellectual challenge.Adventure games were a recurring theme in comments. Many players called for a revival of old schoolpoint-and-click adventure games that included good stories comparable to those in novels with excellentgraphics and less action and shooting. Another player pointed out that while adventure games mayalways be a niche market [] the industry is seriously underestimating the number of older people theycould entice [] most people I know have no idea there are anything but shooters and blow-em-ups... Anumber of respondents indicated the perception that there was an adventure game renaissance underway,due largely to independent developers, although many felt there were still not enough offerings in thegenre.Pre-Publication Preview
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In keeping with this adventure game bias, players wanted games with more story and mental challenge,less hack and slash, action and shooting. Players complained that games were too reflex-oriented, andthat the industry is too skewed toward young men who want to drive fast and/or shoot things andaimed too much at juvenile, console-based players. In fact, some players specified console games asbeing less oriented to women and older people. One player referred to console games as being shallow.Overall, players wanted more variety, more story, and more challenge. Some felt newer games were tooeasy, and most wanted more innovation.Some players specifically commented that they would like to see more games targeted to women. Womenplayers asked for more varied types of activities and avatars, and less built-in sexism in terms of femalecharacters and avatar design.Some players called for more variable non-static worlds (in other words, worlds that players change oralter in some way). One player proposed The physical world of World of Warcraft with the society ofThere.com and the content of Uru would be the ultimate. Another suggested, Multiplayer adventures(i.e., no skill building RPG-like attributes) would be amusing and social. One player stated that: I favorMMOGs because I find them more involving: real people building communities and friendships throughparticipating in a world they enjoyI am not in favor of easier is more fun, sometimes the morecomplicated a game or world is, the more fun you have figuring it out. Another suggested Lessviolence. More cooperation.Players also complained of the dearth of game review sites addressing their interests. While some readgame magazines, many felt that they were not getting the types of reviews they wanted. As onerespondent pointed out Most of the gaming sites really do not address the interests of Baby Boomers.Gamespot, for instance, always gives bad reviews to adventure games. Generally, players seemeddissatisfied not only with the current offerings not only of the mainstream game industry, but of themainstream game press as well.Pre-Publication Preview
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Study Findings Part II: Qualitative ResearchInterviews and Discussion GroupsOverviewThe qualitative research was conducted in three formats: in-game group discussions in There.com, phoneinterviews, and e-mail interviews. A total of 22 people participated in interviews. The in-game discussionformat had been developed during my research with the Uru Diaspora, and was a method I found veryproductive for establishing patterns of behavior. It allowed not only for the capture of player-specificqualitative data, but also for a reflexive interpretation of that data by the research participants themselves.What I found in this format was that affinities and patterns emerge and are identified by players in waysthat might not come to the surface through individual interviews. While group discussion sometimes hasthe hazard of peer-influence, I found this to be less the case with Boomers who seem generally lesssusceptible to changing their opinion due to peer pressure than younger subjects. (For instance, in dyadfocus groups with tweens conducted during my consultancy at Purple Moon, girls would often wait tovoice an opinion until they had heard what their friends had to say. This was not the case with BabyBoomers who were both forthcoming and outspoken in their opinions.) In addition to the in-gamediscussion groups, I took advantage of interest in the survey to initiate a forum discussion onGameBoomers.com, which will be discussed later in this section of the report. I also conducted one phoneinterview, and a handful of e-mail interviews, the latter primarily with forum and game companyfounders.The results of in-game discussion groups are described in the first part of this section, and come largely inthe form of mini case studies, describing individual players and their gaming histories, stories andlifestyles. The second section, consisting of the results of the GameBoomer forum discussion, provides asummary of players comments and insights on their own experience as Boomer Gamers.Discussion ResultsFamilies that Play Togetherand ApartAs mentioned earlier, the survey findings refute the commonly held belief that gamers are typicallyunmarried and childless. In fact, family plays a major role in peoples gaming lifestyles, and a particularlyinteresting dynamic arises when grandchildren come into the picture.While the survey provided a snapshot of overall demographics, it failed to capture the rich and complexnarratives of family dynamics in gaming lifestyles. While in-game interaction has been the subject ofnumerous studies, the real-life social interactions and contexts within and through which gaming takesplace is another area that is vastly under-studied. Getting a glimpse into peoples living rooms is a muchmore difficult problem than studying their behavior online. This is where the ethnographic method ofparticipant observation, discussions and open-ended interviews can provide us with greater insight andunderstanding.Most of the discussion participants were people who had been involved in a prior study and whose playstyles and patterns I was already very familiar with. Thus the findings that follow integrate priorobservations from the field with comments made during interviews specific to this topic. By way ofillustration, I will present a series of case studies that seem to exemplify the types of family dynamics thatoccur, with a bit of analysis of how these narratives fit into the larger patterns and gaps left by the survey.Bette1, 59, was part of the study that I conducted between April 2004 and September of 2005 of membersof the Uru Diaspora who had settled in the online virtual world There.com. She initially came to my1All player names in this section are pseudonyms for player avatar names.
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attention because of her multi-generational family group. Along with her daughter and son-in-law,grandchildren, a nephew, and a couple of friends, Bette had built a small enclave that included severalhouses, a zoo, a farm, and an ark built by a fellow Uru refugee.Bette reported that she was not much of a gamer until she accidentally came upon realMyst (Miller, 2000)a real-time 3D version of the original Myst (Miller & Miller, 1993), while waiting for her husband, 16years her junior, to purchase some games at a local game store. My husband used to drag me into thecomputer stores while he browsed for first-person shooters. I saw the realMyst box and it lookedinteresting so I picked it up. The selling item was the cool pictures; I also liked that it was a mystery and apuzzle. Transformed into a self-described avid Myst fan, Bette soon lured her daughter, Luci, into thegame, and they often played the single-player adventure game each at her own house while talking on thephone. Eventually they were playing the whole series, and it was Bette who got her daughter Luci into theoriginal Uru, from which they eventually immigrated into There.com after Uru closed.In There.com, Bettes family, who all lived within an hours drive of each other, had an interestingroutine: they would frequently get together at one of their houses for dinner, then drive back to their ownhomes, log in and spend the remainder of the evening online together in-game. Although all the familymembers were close, there was a special bond between Bette and her middle-school-aged grandchildren.She spent the vast majority of her time in-game with them, and over time, she ended up becoming the defacto gamer grandma to an extended community of teenagers in-world. Eventually she started a youthgroup in There.com to do certain types of things that might be disruptive to adults, but if managedproperly could be fun for everybody. The ability to form cross-generational friendships is something thatBette and a number of players in my research have reported enjoying about playing online games; theyare very aware that a 15-year old would not ordinarily befriend a woman of 59 in a real-world situation.There.com and Uru are among the few online games that officially allow players under 18, although itswell known that many younger players subscribe to online games from which they are technicallyprohibited.Although a little bit outside the Baby Boomer window, Clousseau, 64, punctuates the skipping-ageneration gamer scenario with the following story: Clousseau has a total of 10 grandchildren, all ofwhom play games. One afternoon while two of them were visiting, he stepped away from his Uru gamein-progress to take a nap, inadvertently leaving the game running. His granddaughters came upon thegame, and soon enticed the neighbor boys to join them in a team-based puzzle-solving escapade. WhenClousseau came in from his nap, the kids were deeply engaged in the game, much to his surprise.Raena, aka Steve, 48, is a real-life man who presents in a female avatar in Uru, There.com and World ofWarcraft, a common practice in MMOGs. Steve is married with two children, and is an engineer byprofession. His first gaming experience was with a chess simulator in which the computer instructed theplayer which pieces to move on a real chessboard. He also played Colossal Cave, an early text-basedMUD (multi-user dungeon) on a Univac in college. Once he graduated and started working, gamingpretty much came to a stop with the exception of an occasional arcade game in a pizza parlor.In 1992, he bought his first home PC and soon after was playing Myst, making his way through eachgame in the series as they came out. Steve noted the impact of his childrens ages on his own gamingactivities. By the time they are 10 or 11, he says, you have more time on your hands because they cantake care of themselves. By the time they are teenagers, they have a social life. This new independencegave him time to pursue Uru, the online Myst sequel and later the virtual world There.com, and he hassince added World of Warcraft to his repertoire. He now typically spends between 20 and 30 hours aweek in online games and virtual worlds.Pre-Publication Preview
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Steves story exemplifies the platform generation gap cited earlier: The family owns an xBox, a PlayStation 2, and a Nintendo Game Cube; but these, he says, are largely the kids domain. Console gamingtakes place mainly in a teen room designed and decorated especially for that purpose. He rarely playsconsole games, except Dance-Dance revolution, which is the one digital game he plays with his children.I asked him if this interferes at all with TV time: For the kids, he says, this is TV time. To them its allthe same. When they finish playing, they usually collapse exhausted on the couch and watch the news.It is interesting to note that even though Steve plays the tabletop strategy game Warhammer (Ansell,Halliwell, & Priestly, 1983-present) with his son, where digital games are concerned there is a strong linedrawn in the sand. For instance, his daughters friends found him in the game room one night playing anonline game on his laptop. One of them asked if he wanted to join their guild. His daughter was horrified.Later, when he wanted to try a new game, he ruled out Guild Wars (O'Brien, 2005): Oh, I cant playthat, he said, my daughter plays that with her friends. He instead opted for World of Warcraftprimarily because friends from other games were playing; interestingly, he continued to maintain hisaccounts in Urunow Myst Online: Uru LiveThere.com and Second Life. (Linden Lab, 2003)Steves story also highlights another interesting pattern among Baby Boomers who play online games.While the typical pattern among younger players is to maintain only one game account at a time, BabyBoomers, with their growing leisure time and disposable incomes, are more likely to maintain multipleaccounts; furthermore, they are more likely to spend additional money on things like virtual items, realestate, and the costs associated with player production. This pattern was supported by virtually all of theinterviews in this study, as well as participant observation in previous research.Lindalou, 32, is a child of Boomers who describes herself as coming from the quintessential gamingfamily. As a child, the arrival of the monthly issue of Games Magazine was a major household event.They had an Atari set up in the family room, where they played Pong (Bushnell & Dabney, 1972) andalso board games. Because her mother was in night school while Lindalou was growing up, her fatherbecame her primarily entertainment after school. When she was 15 she got her first job and brought herown Nintendo machine, which she kept in her room. Her dad and brother would come into her room toplay. When she left for college, she gave the Nintendo machine to her dad. The hand-me-down effect,in which an older child passes an older system onto a younger child when a new system comes into thehousehold, is a common phenomenon tracked by software producers; however, this is the first instance Ihad heard of a hand-me-up from child to parent.Lindalou also played Legends of Zelda with her mom, who did not like the competitive speed-orientedgames she typically played with her dad. Currently, Lindalou plays There.com with her nephews. Shetried to get her dad to play, but he prefers The Sims Online, where he also plays a female character.Currently, her dad is recovering from a stroke and spends most of his time at home; she notes the parallelsin his online life as a female avatar, and his new role as a housewife at home. She also believes thegame is helping him with the stroke recovery.These stories begin to paint a picture of complex family dynamics around gaming. On the one hand, wesee a kind of platform generation gap among Steve, a younger Boomer, and his teenage children. Onthe other hand, we see a growing bond between Boomer Gamers and their gamer grandchildren. WithBettes story we see an adult parent and child also forming a bond around gaming, and also the growingphenomenon of intergenerational friendships. Bettes story also highlights the role of a spouse inexposing particularly female Boomers to gaming; yet even though she and her husband are both gamers,Bette typically does not play with him as their gaming tastes differ drastically. Lindalous story highlightsPre-Publication Preview
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the notion of the multigenerational gamer family, but also demonstrates that differences in tastes maydrive individual members to different games, even though they still enjoy sharing their gamingexperiences; the bond with her nephew also demonstrates how extended families can come into thepicture.The Social MilieuAs weve seen from both the survey and our discussion of Boomer-targeted forums and web sites, socialinteraction, and more specifically, a certain type of social interaction, is a particular focus of BoomerGamers. Even in a context such as GameBoomers.com, where the games reviewed and discussed arelargely single-player, the community of like-minded individuals brings an important dimension to theirgaming experience. Helping others in a gracious and prompt fashion, being tolerant and mature allseem to be important factors for a gaming community. This echoes the survey results in which helpingnewbies was among the favorite gaming activities of Baby Boomers.Although this study did not include comparisons to players in other age groups, it is clear that BabyBoomers gamers are very community-minded. Although they are in the minority of There.comsubscribers, for instance, according to the online worlds operator Makena, Inc., Boomers represent adisproportionately high number of community leaders, including members of There.coms MemberAdvisory Board; they include the founder of the University of There, owners of major Neighborhoodcommunities (communal properties that are shared by groups), community service award-winners, andleading designers.Game communities among this demographic may have some precedents in pre-digital game practices.Rachel, a 44-year old game design instructor at a University, compares her Halo (Jones, Chu, & Ryan,2001) group to a Bridge club. She initiated the group with some college friends dispersed around thecountry as a way to hang out together; although at first reluctant, they eventually agreed and now have aregular core group of 4-5 players who meet 3-4 times a week in the networked xBox game. Others drop inonce every couple of weeks. They play on a private server and frequently make up their own game rules,often developing silly variations on the original game that exploit the physics of the environment or thefeatures of weapons. Although the instigator of the group, Rachel, who has a busy work and travelschedule, now sometimes feels the group has become an obligation, but due to her loyalty to her longtimefriends, she continues to play.The sense of loyalty that can sometimes lead to a feeling of obligation is a common side effect of thesociality of the current gaming environment. Although social burn-out is common in online games,especially for people who spend as many as forty hours a week in-world, it seems to weigh particularly onBaby Boomers, who take their social relationships and commitments very seriously, while at the sametime trying to balance their game lives with their real-life responsibilities.CelticQueen, 54, a fan of SciFi and fantasy fiction, had never played a computer game in her life until shesaw an article about There.com in Discover Magazine. Because of her interest in alternative worlds, shewas instantly captivated and took the article to her husband, demanding: Youve got to get me in There.She had to purchase an upgraded graphics card, and eventually an entirely new computer in order to jointhis community. Since then she has also been playing Dungeons & Dragons Online (Palz, 2006), a gameshe says she would have played years before in its original tabletop instantiation (Gygax & Arneson,1974) had she had any friends who would play with her.The scenario we see with both CelticQueen and Bette exemplifies a common pattern of Baby Boomers,especially female Baby Boomers, coming to both games and computers fairly late in life. CelticQueensPre-Publication Preview
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case also highlights a very interesting social dynamic: She had always wanted to play the tabletop roleplaying game Dungeons & Dragons but her social milieu did not offer her any opportunities to do so.Joining There.com thus became her entre to a new social circle, as well as opening up the possibility ofengaging with strangers in other game contexts. By the time the online version of Dungeons & Dragonswas released, CelticQueen was an accomplished online gamer and a successful designer in There.com.One interesting experience that emerged in discussion groups, and was also corroborated by earlierresearch, concerned inter-generational gender bias. While there is much concern among politicians andparents alike about the perceived vulnerability of young people to sexual predators in online game games,underreported is the apparent sexual harassment that is perpetuated by younger people towards olderplayers. A number of women in the discussion groups reported of sexual advances made towards them byobviously younger male players. This parallels the incidents of gender harassment and discriminationcited earlier, which caused women to gravitate towards The Older Gamers community. While this issuerequires more in-depth study and analysis, at first glance it would appear that gender discrimination ismore prevalent among younger males. This type of acting out that seems to be enabled by the perceivedanonymity of online worlds appears to be more common among adolescent male players than among theirBaby Boomer counterparts.Many of the social interests voiced by Baby Boomers in this report are contained within in the missionstatement of the group that was the central focus of my initial Uru study. The Gathering of Uru (TGU)was built on a foundation of rules that, in retrospect, sound like a Boomer Gamers Utopia: Tolerance,mutual respect and a focus on fun rather than skills are all part of the TGU creed and seem to be echoedthroughout this research, even among gamers with vastly differing tastes in specific game content. Leesa,the founder of The Gathering of Uru and a Baby Boomer, got her first game, Myst, bundled with her firstPC, a common practice in the early 1990s. Although she had not planned to become a gamer, she quicklybecame a fan and purchased subsequent offerings from Cyan. In Uru, she became the mayor of a 300person community that immigrated to There.com when Uru closed in 2004. Leesas rules became amainstay for the group, which continued to thrive in its new milieu. Since the re-opening of Uru as MystOnline: Uru Live, TGU now maintains a strong trans-ludic (Pearce, 2006) community both There.comand Uru. These trans-ludic, multi-game play patterns are commonplace among Boomers, who, asmentioned earlier have both the time and the income to support multiple game presences. WhenThere.com introduced the Neighborhood format that allows groups to own property collectively, membersof TGU were among the first groups to use this feature, which representing a fairly large collectiveexpenditure in virtual land fees. (There is currently no way for individual players to own land, so it issignificant that land ownership requires the participation of an entire community.) When it wasannounced that Uru was reopening, as Myst Online: Uru Live, Leesa and others in her group were veryclear that they had no intention of leaving There.com, and most of the active group members continue tomaintain a presence in both games.In addition to serving as her groups mayor, Leesas story also includes a romantic angle. After movinginto There.com, she married one of her group members in-game prior meeting him, and the two havesince became real-life partners. They are regulars in There.com, World of Warcraft and Uru, all of whichthey visit on a regular basis, although often in cycles that favor one game over the others.Leesas deputy mayor, Lynn has also had a vital role in the group; while a little older than the BabyBoomer demographic, Lynns story provides insight into the role of gaming for the disabled player:home-bound and in a wheelchair due to a degenerative spinal disorder, Lynn finds online games awonderful relief from both her physical and emotional pain. They provide a level playing field for socialPre-Publication Preview
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interaction, and her online friends are more than willing to accommodate her disability, frequently typingfor her while she speaks on a voice-over-IP system. Lynn is an example of a player who would quicklybecome frustrated in a keyboard-intensive, reflex-oriented world; however, in There.com and Uru, wheresocial and intellectual skills are valued over dexterity and speed, she flourishes. In fact, she says, hergaming experience has given her a new lease on life, and provided her a new way to be of service,notwithstanding her disability. The lack of competitive ethos in her group, and the sense of support to pullother players forward is a hallmark of her group, and also seems to extrapolate to older players in general.Her story provides an insight into the potential future benefits of gaming to older gamers, who can alsouse them to adapt to limited mobility and physical ailments while still maintaining a rich and productivesocial life.The final case study in this series involves an entire community of Baby Boomer women. This group,uncovered in the process of conducting interviews for this study with Uru refugees in There.com, wasoriginally formed as a secret society of over-fifty females in Uru. These players were late-comers to theUru immigration trend, arriving about (two years) after the original Uru refugee surge. Originally joiningthe TGU neighborhood described above, these women eventually spun off and created their own Uruinspired There.com Neighborhood, including the commissioning of large-scale Myst-derived installations.They have emerged as a major land-holder and have also garnered multiple awards for dcor. Thesewomen have a unique play style that, while sometimes rough-and-tumble and even competitive, has adistinct quality of support within the group. For instance, they do a regular date to run a cross-countryrace (sponsored by another Thereian) on Friday nights. Unlike a traditional race, this race does not focuson speed. Players have to visit 9 checkpoints within the three-hour period that the race is open. At the end,all players who have completed the race are assigned a number and entered in the drawing; whoever winsthe drawing gets the prize, usually a vehicle. The women in this group do this virtual vehicular racetogether, communicating through a group chat window, and will wait at each checkpoint until the otherscatch up. Additional research is currently underway on this group that will be published in a subsequentstudy.GameBoomers Discussion GroupTaking advantage of a discussion that spontaneously arose on the GameBoomers.com forum as a result ofthe posting of the Baby Boomer Gamer survey, I decided to initiate a new forum topic to allowparticipants to voice more complex ideas than would be afforded by the survey. Twenty GameBoomersmembers, over half of whom were female2, participated in this highly productive discussion. Players werehighly self-reflexive, paralleling discussions I had had with Boomer players in There.com. While theircomments represented individual theories, perspectives and experiences, they provided a level of insightthat added additional level of analysis to the study.The topic began with the question: What distinguishes Baby Boomer Gamers, and indeed all gamers over40, from gamers in other age groups?One participant critiqued the survey itself, asking if it was posted on a cross section of sites other thanthose catering to adventure gamers, and also if gamers under 40 were included. I made it clear thatparticipants had been solicited from other sites (not just GameBoomers), and also that a cross-section ofages was not within the current scope, although I did concur that such an expanded study would help toBecause GameBoomers does not require gender information for player registration, a precise male/female ratiocould not be determined; however, based on player names and avatar representations, over 50% of the forumdiscussion participants appear to have been female.
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clarify the significant differences. Another player commented that it would be interesting to learn howmany younger gamers shared the tastes and interests of Baby Boomers.Another player provided insight into the range of tastes within her own family:My sons like games where they can move around and explore at a faster pace than you find in mostadventure games. They both like games that test their reflexes, but they also like games that makethem think. A plot is nice, but is not the reason that they game. A game with a lot of stand-alonepuzzles will leave them stuck, and they don't have the patience to spend a lot of time being stuck.I like games where I can explore at a slower pace, and I like appealing characters and a good plot. IfI never have to engage in timed tests of skill that's just fine with me.Games that both generations in my family have enjoyed -- 80 Days, Dreamfall, the Bone games,WANTED: A Wild Western Adventure, Ankh, Psychonauts.Another participant posited the that PC gamers who start later in life (a common phenomenon amongBaby Boomers) seem to be less tech-friendly and prefer more cerebral challenges (as opposed to dexteritybased); conversely, gamers that started playing available games in the 80s seem to enjoy a wider varietyof types of games (consoles, RPG, sims).A number of participants theorized that the historical context in which Baby Boomers grew up might alsohave an impact on game tastes, although this was a controversial viewpoint with varying theories andsome dissenters. This line of discussion began with a post suggesting that Boomers who had grandparentsand parents involved in World Wars I & II, and were themselves exposed to the Viet Nam War and civilrights movement, may tend toward games where they need not be violent and/or need not kill things.Perhaps, due to growing up in this context, they simply want their gaming to be a bit more peaceful.But virtually everyone else in the discussion disputed this theory, feeling that historical or current politicshad little to do with gaming tastes. (This theory is also countered by the fact that Baby Boomers surveyedon other sites played a number of combat-based games, including Battlefield Viet Nam, which seemed tobe particularly popular among this demographic.) A handful of players said they enjoyed games thatinvolved killing as well as adventure games (although they tended to shy away from gore.) One playersaid she enjoyed the feeling of being powerful in a fantasy world. These players felt that key to theirgaming experience was a sense of balance.A more popular line of thinking vis  vis historical context had to do with the media mix in whichBoomers grew up. One player posited the theory that Baby Boomers were Mental, relying on theirminds and imaginations to entertain themselves, while later generations were more Physical, focusingon things to see, feel, hear and do, e.g., VCRs, Nintendo, Malls, Video Arcades, MP3 Players, Cable TV,Sports Camps, etc. Boomers, she theorized, had less media and thus made up stories, acted them out,played dress up, and Army with nothing more that rags or a stick; they read books and had to imaginewhat the characters looked like; they listened to music and imagined its meaning in their minds, ratherthan seeing it depicted in MTV videos. Adventure games, she concluded, were mental and imaginative.She also suggested that this might be why younger players preferred more action and movement in theirgames.Another built on this theory:I think kids nowadays are used to more stimulation, more music, more toys, more travel, more visualcontent, and more information in general. They handle MORE than we did as kids. They probablyPre-Publication Preview
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sleep less, and they undoubtedly read lessKids don't have to be as creative in order not to be boredas they used to be. Does this make them less imaginative?Or does modern life give them morecontext, more symbols, more ideas with which to be creative?One player also hypothesized that differences in gaming tastes may have to do with stress managementduring different phases of life:In my teens and twenties, I played a lot of arcade games [] where the gaming processstandingthere in front of the consolewas almost physical, like you were fighting with the console as much asfighting within the game. But as I got older I didn't want to fight so much. I remember one of the firstadventure games I playedI think it was Dragonspherewhere you had to trick a fairy to gainaccess to the magic wood or some such, and I was so delighted that you had to solve riddles ratherthan just pulling out your sword and charging in.Another discussion participant suggested that action was a way for younger people to work out theirfrustrations with the mixed messages they get from society: on the one hand showing them televisionviolence or cut-throat competition in reality shows, on the other censuring cartoons and taking swings andother dangerous contraptions from playgrounds.Another added, I think part of that stress management or fulfillment is in some cases picking games thatare generally opposite of what we encounter in our real day to day activities.Even though most did not agree with the historical context of wars for Boomers, with a handful ofexceptions, there nevertheless appeared to be a marked bias among the GameBoomers community againstviolence, and particularly gore, in games. (This may be in part due to the Adventure Game Focus of thesite, and it was clear from other sites, such as The Older Gamers, that many Boomer players, as well asthe survey findings, that many Baby Boomers do enjoy combat-based games.) Whatever the reason forthis, it seems to color Boomer Gamers perception that their interests are off the radar of the mainstreamgame industry. As one player put it, I'd much rather use brains than brawn when I'm gaming.Some discussion participants disagreed entirely with the premise that age was any factor at all, citingpersonal tastes and much more critical to gaming preferences than anything else.One participant pointed out an important factor that also came up repeatedly in interviews, forum reviewsand discussions: that age-related physical problems like arthritis, repetitive stress, bad backs, old injuries,etc., can be a major decision factor for some players, who might not be as adept at reflex-responses andquick movement. This added to the appeal of point-and-click adventure game and may also contribute tofindings cited earlier that Boomer Gamers do not put a heavy emphasis on skills acquisition orcompetition.The one point upon which all of the players in the GameBoomers discussion seemed to agree was thatreading was a major factor in their game preferences, and one pointed out that this had turned up in aGameBoomers member survey several years earlier. Both the fact that they had read a lot as children, andthat they continued to enjoy reading books as adults colors their gaming experience, creating a markedpreferences for slower-paced, story-based games that spark the imagination and challenge the mind. Oneplayer pointed out that the adventure game genre is not only most like reading in terms of experience, butalso has the most reading built into it, a trait also shared to a certain extent by roleplaying games. Thisnotion was supported by both the survey and by the added data point that Boomers enjoy games based onbooks that were likely to have been read by this demographic as children, such as Nancy Drew andAgatha Christie.Pre-Publication Preview
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ConclusionsThis study, which included just over 300 people (271 survey participants, 22 discussion and interviewparticipants, and 20 forum discussion participants), revealed a surprising and nuanced portrait of a gamingpopulation which been largely ignored by both research and industry, but is of growing interest to both.The game industry has long presented its fare as pertaining primarily to children and teens. But thisresearch revealed the surprising finding that the percentage of gamers who are Baby Boomers is identicalto, and possibly higher than their representation in the overall population, a little over a quarter in eachcase. Furthermore, Baby Boomer Gamers may in fact be better game customers: they have both moretime and more money to spend on games, which they do. As Boomers on the younger end of the spectrumgrow older, their children require less maintenance; on the higher end of the spectrum, they are tending towork part-time or be retired, thus have more leisure time on their hands. While it is well known that theaverage Baby Boomers annual income is significantly higher than the national average ($73,000 vs.$65,000), Baby Boomer Gamers incomes actually skew slightly higher than the mainstream of theirdemographic, with a quarter of survey respondents reporting incomes exceeding $100,000.Because of this higher income, as well as other factors, PCs (90% with broadband connections) seem tobe the gaming platform of choice for Baby Boomer Gamers. These players are hardcore fans who focuson specific developers and series, and in the case of MMOGs, typically maintain multiple accounts andin some cases invest fairly large sums of money in virtual real estate, items, and costs associated withcreative production in virtual worlds.Even through they tend to favor single-player games, Baby Boomer Gamers are community-minded.They seek mature companionship and a supportive ethos that is focused on graciously helping otherplayers, and recognizes that real life comes first. They are community leaders, with over 20% sayingthey helped administer a game community web site, and a similar number saying they have been to fanconventions. Increasingly, they are playing in online games and virtual worlds, where they run guilds andneighborhoods, buy virtual real estate and merchandise, start communities, and embark on creative andcivic projects.Contrary to the stereotypes, the majority of Baby Boomer Gamers (over two thirds of study participants)are married or living with a domestic partner. A little over a third had children at home, and a little undera third had adult children living out of the house. A small number also had an adult relative, such as aparent, aunt or uncle, living with them. A small majority of study participants were also female, furtherrefuting classic gender and age-based stereotypes of gaming. Female Baby Boomer Gamers are highlyactive, with over 2/3 of game reviewers on GameBoomers.com being women, and women taking majorroles in organizing and managing gaming communities.Two particular generation gaps were identified. The first was the platform generation gap. Asmentioned earlier, PCs are by far the platform of choice for Baby Boomer Gamers; virtually all the studyparticipants said they used a PC as their primary gaming system; and while a fifth reported havingconsoles in the home, they perceive these as being the domain of the children in the house. Its interestingto note that about half the study participants did not start playing games until they were over 20, thus theymay not connect gaming with their own childhoods, even through they recognize it as part of theirchildrens. The second gaming generation gap is the related leapfrog effect in which Baby Boomers aremore likely to be playing games with their grandchildren than with their children. We also saw cases ofparents playing with adult children living out of the house.The study also refuted the commonly held belief that Baby Boomers are primarily casual gamers,although about a fifth report casual gaming as part of their play repertoire. Nearly a third of study
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participants, the largest percentage, are spending 20-40 hours a week playing games, a figure that wouldclassify them as hardcore gamers. A little less than a fifth are playing 15-19 hours per week, and aslightly smaller percentage 5-9 hours. A surprising 28% of survey respondents reported having had agame session of 12 hours or more. Baby Boomer Gamers are also avid readers, enjoy games that arebased on books, and compared the slower pace of the adventure genre to reading. They are playing gamesmore than watching TV and are more likely to displace television watching with game playing than anyother activity.Baby Boomer Gamers have diverse tastes in gaming but tend to prefer intellectually challenging overspeed and reflex-oriented games. Boomers by and large see gaming as an escape to another world, andlike games with a story, strong and imaginative visuals, and have a marked preferences for games with anartistic, cartoony or historical/nostalgic aesthetic over games with high-tech or photorealistic visuals.They see gaming as a kind of vacation that sparks the imagination, immerses them in beautiful sceneryand promotes a sense of wonder. While the majority of players (two thirds) favoredroleplay/mystery/adventure games, a close percentage (60% each) also enjoyed action/shooter games andcasual/matching style games. The vast majority of survey participants disliked fighting, racing and sportsgames. Many complained that mainstream contemporary games place too much emphasis on reflexchallenges, which are both less interesting to them, and also may be more difficult due to physicalconditions or disabilities. While they value intellectual challenges, they are less interested in leveling andskills acquisition, and also less inclined to enjoy gaming experiences that are timed. In short, BabyBoomer Gamers just want to have fun.How do Baby Boomers define fun? While they are diverse on some matters, most players cited exploringas a favorite activity (87%), followed by helping new players (78%), puzzle-solving (77%), questing(68%) and socializing (63%). More controversial were combat and shooting: 56% of respondents saidthey enjoyed shooting while 36% said they did not. About an equal number of players (close to a thirdeach), reported both enjoying and disliking player-versus-environment combat, while over half dislikedplayer-versus-player combat, and a quarter said they enjoyed it. Half of players also cited teamcooperation as enjoyable, while less than a quarter enjoyed team-based competition.There is one thing upon which most Baby Boomer Gamers agree, regardless of their gaming preferences:the lack of attention by the mainstream game industry of their interests. While some players had positivethings to say about publishers offerings, a greater majority felt that video games were too formulaic,derivative, with too much emphasis on graphics and not enough on innovation. This perception has drivenmany Baby Boomers into the arms of independent developers who they feel are better meeting theirneeds. Many players called for a revival of old school point-and-click adventure games and someperceived that there was an adventure game renaissance underway, due to these smaller developers.Women players in particular felt neglected, asking for more games with them in mind, more variety inboth activities and avatars, and less stereotyped female representation in game characters. Participantswere also largely dissatisfied with the mainstream game press, which they felt was biased against thetypes of games they liked. As a result, they tend to get the bulk of their gaming info from player-run sites,online buzz or word-of-mouth. Game advertising, whether on television or in print, was virtuallyirrelevant to then.This study was concluded several months prior to the release of the Nintendo Wii. While Nintendo hasexplicitly stated that it is targeting the Baby Boomer demographic with both its new system and itsgames, it will be interesting to see how this plays out. Baby Boomer Games, at least those in this study,perceive console systems as being primarily for their children. The Wiis plethora of new games thatbreak the traditional console mold might be opening up gaming to new players who have not previouslyplayed video games; however, they fail to address the needs of the core constituency of Boomer Gamersrepresented in this study. These players primarily seek slower-paced, story- and adventure-driven gamesPre-Publication Preview
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that provide an intellectual challenge. The Wii and its gesture-based controller certainly address some ofthe physical issues of Baby Boomers by reducing the need for fine-motor coordination; however, theystill tend to favor physical over intellectual play.Thus in spite of the Wiis expanded market, there remains an untapped window of opportunity to providethe type of experience that that one Baby Boomer in this study described aswhat travel is to some of my friendsan escape, a window on the world, an adventure. It is avacation at my deskwith no hectic schedule to follow, no lost luggage and all the comforts of homewhile meeting fascinating characters, gaping at awe-inspiring scenery and being drawn through thecomputer screen into amazing, frightening, wonderful journeys, from which we can return a little bitbetter than when we started.Pre-Publication Preview
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The Sympathizer: A Novel (Pulitzer Prize for Fiction)
Viet Thanh Nguyen
Rating: 4.5 out of 5 stars
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Manhattan Beach: A Novel
Jennifer Egan
Rating: 3.5 out of 5 stars
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Ruth Ware
Rating: 3.5 out of 5 stars
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Fredrik Backman
Rating: 4.5 out of 5 stars
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The Light Between Oceans: A Novel
M.L. Stedman
Rating: 4.5 out of 5 stars
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Brooklyn: A Novel
Colm Toibin
Rating: 3.5 out of 5 stars
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Wolf Hall: A Novel
Hilary Mantel
Rating: 4 out of 5 stars
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Garth Stein
Rating: 4 out of 5 stars
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Little Women
Louisa May Alcott
Rating: 4 out of 5 stars
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A Tree Grows in Brooklyn
Betty Smith
Rating: 4.5 out of 5 stars
4.5/5 (1928)
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Carmen Maria Machado
Rating: 4 out of 5 stars
4/5 (821)
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Sing, Unburied, Sing: A Novel
Jesmyn Ward
Rating: 4 out of 5 stars
4/5 (1103)
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John le Carré
Rating: 3.5 out of 5 stars
3.5/5 (104)
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